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The scientific journal “METODIČKI OBZORI” (Methodical Horizons) 
publishes original scientific papers, preliminary communications, review papers, 
professional papers and book reviews indirectly or directly dealing with educational 
issues. Only previously unpublished papers will be published. 

The journal publishes scientific and professional papers in the area of pedagogy, 
psychology, teaching methodology, sociology, education and rehabilitation 
sciences, philosophy, but also other scientific areas in which the topic of the paper 
is related to education. 

After two positive reviews (one of which is international and the other 
national), the papers are published in English, while the special issues are in 
Croatian. The members of the editorial board are international and national 
scientists and experts in the field of social sciences and humanities. The editorial 
board of the journal enables scholars and educators to publish papers resulting 
from scientific, theoretical, empirical and practical research and studies.

The papers are to be submitted in digital form only, at the journal e-mail 
address mobzori@unipu.hr; metodicki.obzori.unipu@gmail.com. 

Scientific papers should have between 22,000 and 40,000 characters with 
spaces, while professional papers and book reviews should have up to 12,000 
characters with spaces. The paper is submitted in the following format: A4 size, 
all margins 2 cm, font size 12 pt. Times New Roman, single spacing (1.0). The 
words should not be underlined, but italics should be used. Submitted papers and 
appertaining attachments are not to be returned.

The title of the paper should be clear, centred, capitalized, Times New Roman, 
font size 14 pt., bold. The title should include information on the author(s): first 
and last name, academic degree, name of the institution where the author(s) works 
and contact email, font size 12 pt. Times New Roman, single spacing (1.0).

The manuscript must contain an abstract (600 to 1,000 characters with spaces) 
indicating the purpose of the paper, theoretical and methodological starting points, 
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the most important (main) results and conclusion, Times New Roman, font size 12 
pt. the Abstract subtitle, font size 12 pt., bold. At the end of the abstract, up to five 
keywords should be listed under “Keywords” that are expertly and scientifically 
relevant to the issue being addressed.

The abstract, together with the keywords and title of the paper, is to be 
submitted in English, Croatian and Italian, in the formats indicated. If the paper 
is written in another language (for example, German), then the abstract is also 
provided in that language. Abstracts and keywords in the language in which the 
paper has been written are placed at the beginning of the paper, while the title of 
the paper, abstract and keywords in other languages are placed at the end of the 
paper, after the literature.

The text of a scientific paper principally consists of the following sections: 
Introduction; Methods; Results and Discussion; Conclusion. Non-numbered 
subtitles should be written in Times New Roman, 12 pt., bold, with one line of 
empty space above the subtitles.

Graphic attachments (figures, drawings, tables, charts) should be clear, sharp 
and clearly visible, in black, white and grey and appear in a separate document. 
The text of the paper should indicate where it will be inserted in the publication 
(Times New Roman, font size 10 pt.). Each graphic attachment and table should 
have a title and be numbered sequentially (e.g.: Table 1.) associated with the text. 
The table title is located above the table and the title of the image or chart goes 
below them. Title, for example: Table 1., Times New Roman, 11 pt., bold, while the 
continuation of the title is the same without bold.

The acceptance of categorized papers for publication obliges the author(s) not 
to publish the same article elsewhere until the review process is completed.

Whenever a text is referenced in a work, the source should be cited in the text, 
not in the notes, for example: (Tatković et al., 2015) or if it is a citation (Matijević, 
2001, 51). If there are two authors, both should be mentioned (Radetić-Paić, 
Blažević, 2018), and if there are more than one, then surname of the first author 
and associates (Klapan et al., 2001).

The footnotes should be used solely for commenting or supplementing, i.e. 
clarifying what has been said in the text. All works that are referenced or cited 
should be listed at the end of the paper in alphabetical order by the author's 
surname, for example:

Books:
1. Tatković, N. Močinić, S. (2012). Učitelj za društvo znanja. Pedagogijske i 

tehnologijske paradigme bolonjskog procesa. Pula: Sveučilište Jurja Dobrile u Puli.
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2. Šuran, F. (2012). Giambattista Vico i „Nova znanost“. Pula: Sveučilište Jurja 
Dobrile u Puli.

3. Radetić-Paić, M., Ružić-Baf, M., Zuliani Đ. (2011). Poremećaji nedovoljno 
kontroliranog ponašanja sa psihološkog, socijalnopedagoškog i 
komunikacisjkog aspekta. Zagreb: Učiteljski fakultet Sveučilišta u Zagrebu.

Journals:
1. Blažević, I., Radetić-Paić, M., Babić, V. (2012). Relations between behavioural 

disorders self-assessment and free time sports` practice in school-aged children. 
Science, Movement and Health, XII (2): 485-491.

2. Šuran, F. (2010). Vicova „Nova znanost“ između filozofije i moderne znanosti. 
Filozofska istraživanja, 117-118 (1-2): 160-181.

Articles in proceedings:
1. Ružić-Baf, M., Radetić-Paić, M. (2011). Prezentacija multimedijskih sadržaja, 

pamćenje informacija i pažnja. U M. Plenković (ur.), Zbornik radova 
međunarodne konferencije Društvo i tehnologija, Zagreb, 2011 (178-183). 
Zagreb: Hrvatsko komunikološko društvo & Nonacom.

Paragraphs in books:
1. Antekolović, Lj., Blažević, I., Mejovšek, M., Čoh, M (2008). Longitudinal follow-

up of kinematic parameters in high jump. In M. Čoh (Ed.), Biomechanical 
diagnostic methods in athletic training (pp. 63-76). Ljubljana: University of 
Ljubljana, Faculty of sport.

Electronic sources:
1. U.S. Department of Education. (2007). Title IX: 25 Years of progress /on line/. 

www.ed.gov/pubs/TitleIX/title.htm (15/4/2009)
If more works of a single author are cited, than they should be arranged 

chronologically and if there are more works of the same author of the same year, 
the first is listed as (2005a), the second as (2005b), etc.

“METODICKI OBZORI” (Methodocal Horizons) will be published at least 
once a year, and some issues will be published thematically as agreed by the 
editorial board.

Categorization of papers:
An original scientific paper contains original theoretical and practical research 

results. A preliminary communication contains one or more new scientific data, 
but without sufficient details that might enable verification as in original scientific 
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works. It may contain results of an experimental research, that is, the research 
which is still underway, the results of which, due to their relevance, need to be 
published as soon as possible.

A review paper contains a complete review of conditions and tendencies in 
the development of a certain theoretical field, methodology or application with 
a critical view or assessment. The cited references have to be sufficiently whole to 
enable a quality insight and participation in the presented area.

Other works are professional paper, practical experiences, reviews, 
representations, news etc.

The Editorial Board of Metodički obzori (Methodical Horizons) and the 
editor in chief retain the right to select the papers for publication, as well as to 
define the sequence of publishing the reviewed papers.


